
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

                                            2022-2023 ON  IC AGG Short Program 

Level & Age 
as of Dec. 31, 2023 

Program Theme - Rock n’ Roll 

Required Elements – 0.5 each 

 

LEVEL 2 

9-10 
& 

LEVEL 3 

10-12 

Groups of 4-14 

gymnasts 

 

1’25”-1’35” 

Lifts prohibited 

1. Total side body wave 

2. Forward bending 

3. Total body swing (free of choice) 

4. BM A- series, must include level change and a back bending 

5. Side balance right leg up over 90⁰ with one hand support, both legs are straight 

6. Pivot in passé 360⁰ (any type) 

7. Stag jump (right leg front, left leg straight) (any type) 

8. Balance+ A-series. “T” balance with left leg back+ lean/lunge AND side bending (A-series order of movements is free of choice) 

9. Balance + Jump: right leg front balance (min 90⁰) with body in vertical position + one step and Cossack jump with left leg front 

10. Steps, skips and hops series (min 6 steps, 2 diff. types) with traveling 

11. Acrobatic movement: cartwheel (any type) 

12. Flexibility movement: left leg split on the floor Technical elements may be executed in any order 
 
        Technical elements may be executed in any order 
 
 

 

 

 

LEVEL 4 
12-14 

 
Groups of 4-14 

gymnasts 
 

1’25”-1’35” 
 

Lifts prohibited 

1. Total forward body wave 

2. Total body swing (free of choice) 

3. Contraction 

4. BM A-series: must include side wave followed by relaxation 

5. BM B-series: must include side bending, lean/lunge, and twisting and show different directions/planes (order of BM is free of choice) 

6. BM B-series: must include total body swing forward with travelling + 2 other body movements. Order of BM is free of choice 

7. Balance series: arabesque balance on the left leg, right leg back (min 90⁰) + balance with left leg front (min 90⁰) with bending forward and support leg 
bent 

8. Leap/Jump series: right leg split leap (amplitude min 135⁰) + left leg stag jump from assamble 

9. Jump/leap + BM A-Series: jump in cossack position left leg front (min 90⁰) + A-BM series (free of choice) 

10. Pivot + A- Series: Pivot in passé 360⁰ + A-Series must show different levels and include any bending (order of BM is free of choice) 

11. Steps, skips and hops series (min 6 steps, 2 diff. types) with traveling and change of formations (2 formations required) 

12. Acrobatic movement 
 

       Technical elements may be executed in any order 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 

2022-2023 ON IC AGG Short Program 

Level & Age 
as of Dec. 31, 2023 

Program Theme - Flamenco 

Required Elements – 0.5 each 

 

 

LEVEL 5 
14-16 

& 

LEVEL 6 
16+ 

 
Groups of 4-14 

gymnasts 
 

1’25”-1’35” 
 

Lifts prohibited 

1. Leap series: split leap right leg front + cossack jump left leg front with 3 supports between leaps. 
2. Balance series: 1st balance - left leg up with hand/s support (free leg is bent, body straight), one step and side balance with body lean to left side (right 

leg up with right hand support). 

3. Balance+ Jump (with assamble): penchée balance with hand support (left leg up and bended) + assamble and right leg stag jump with 180° rotations and 
twisting of the body. 

4. Pivot 360⁰ + B-BMs (with level change): Pivot (min. 360°) with the free leg back less than 90° (right or left) + any three body movements with level 
change. 

5. Leap + B-BMs: Jeté en tournant in stag position (right leg front in stag position) + three body movements, including any lean/lunge (in any order).  

6. A-BMs + Balance: two body movements (with any bending) + balance with left leg front at least 90⁰ with bending forward, supporting leg is bent.  

7. A-BMs: two body movements, including any total body wave + contraction (in any order). 

8. A-BMs: two body movements, one of which is twisting (in any order). 

9. A-BMs: two body movements (free of choice) with body rotation (min.180⁰) during the one of body movements. 

10. B-BMs with travelling: three body movements including any total body swing + side bending + relaxation, with travelling of all gymnasts in at least one of  
the body movements (in any order). 

11. B-BMs with change of direction: three body movements, including side body wave, lean/lunge and twisting, showing different directions – all gymnasts 
must show a change of directions (in any order). 

12. B-BMs with change of formations: three body movements, one of which is swing forward with change of formations (in any order). 
 

   Technical elements may be executed in any order 
 

 
 
Notes: 

 Level -2: Two members of the group may be one year older than the given maximum ages. 

 Level -3,4 & 5: Two members of the group may be one year younger or one year older than the given minimum and maximum ages. 

 Level 6: Two members of the group may be one year younger than the given minimum ages. 


